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About This Game

Leaving Lyndow is a short, first-person exploration adventure game, set in the Eastshade universe.

It's Clara's last day on the island where she grew up. With high honors, she's graduated and fulfilled her childhood dream of
joining the Guild of Maritime Exploration. She needs to complete preparations, visit her favorite places, and say her goodbyes -

before leaving on a journey she may not return from. *Dangerous journey not included*

Features

  Leaving Lyndow is a peaceful experience, with a detailed environment to explore at your own pace.

  Examine objects to learn about the life and world of a young scientist preparing to leave home.

  Partake in mini-games that further reveal the story.

  Speak with friends and family as they prepare for the departure of a loved one.

  Short and sweet: An experience that can be completed in one sitting.
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And another falls to the 'free game!' antics of epic... The devs deserved to be paid for every of those downloads, but no, they
chose the easy and defaming model... to become a cheap free game on that platform, its sad to see so many games take the route
of having epic become their pimp.
if you can, try not to pay these devs anymore, anywhere, they seem to have lost all respect for the players.. this game is
awesome! but it needs to improve i like this game its fun also. I love this game but im so disappointed when i bought this game
the other day. The game kept crashing when i loaded the game up. When i managed to load it up the game kept lagging and it
was impossible to play. its such a shame. i would like to know is there any way i could get my money back. I know its just £5
but money is tight at the moment and i saved up to treat my self for this game.. Holy crap, what a ride.
This game got it all right.
Starts out easy and fun, gets a little more challenging and scares you at the end with a big mean boss.
No jumpscares! Just atmosphere. Love it.. I support every single game that mentions Ancient Greek Mythology.. A classic top
down game that require stealth skill. Yeaahh!

I Like it so Much!

And you can make your own level
Beezz, That's Pretty Awesome!!
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This is a really cool puzzle game powered by your music.. It got interesting in the end. Had a kind of Blade Runner Feeling..
Honestly, it started out kind of good, but they change stuff all the time it just gets confusing. They should have jut stuck with
the original version and improved upon it. It's almost like a completely different game each time I play. Bottom line, its
confusing, and really nothing but an endless, ruthless grind, and it gets old quick. As of right now, I really wouldn't recommend
it. Just stick to Banner Lord.. I wanted to like this game, survival in space! Zero G movement where you use your HANDS to
move around the game! You can build your base from a tiny 2 room 1 hallway little safe haven into a space station with a hanger
bay! Its a cool idea and even fun for a while, untill all of the plants you have collected that you need to survive suddenly disapear
from your save or the game crashes in the middle of a run on a game that only seems to save when you quit, loseing everything
you have collected up to that point. When you die, any items, gun mods and suit upgrades disapear from your safe haven and
yourself makeing the whole plants disapearing out of nowhere even worse. The body it displays for your char is a little to far
forward causing some problems but thats not all that bad itself unless it causes the game to wig out and try to sling you into deep
space never to be seen again. dev team seems to be working fairly hard on it so it will probably get better with all of that but just
be warned, the early access on the buy page isnt just for show haha.. there is no AI skrmis. Plays the game gets Spartan kick off
to the pitless elevator 10/10. Best Animation ever.. 7:24PM EST and still not unlocked. Unacceptable.. 5 games for 60 cents?
1010 Achievements?

The game has some issues with the physics rider but nothing game breaking.

The final game is hilarious. Final Score: 8.3 \/ 10

Space Cat feels nostalgic from the very beginning. It features 8-bit art (with a bit of modern cheating) and music which harkens
back to arcade boards like Pac Man and Dig Dug, with the modern flair afforded by progressive technology and design. It feels
like a Game Boy game being enhanced on the Super Game Boy; this comes from its customizable SGB-like border, in the
presentation of cutscenes, and the simplicity of its colors and shapes. It doesn't chain itself to the limitations of the past, though!
It has beautiful but simple parallax effects, comical detail (just wait until you meet Biggie Frost!) and clearly distinguishes
between over a dozen enemies through color and function.

Under the hood Space Cat contains simple and intuitive mechanics, which combine into a deceptively challenging experience in
Adventure Mode (the hot young star of the game). The titular hero Space Cat can run, double jump, cling to walls and jump
from them, attack enemies with his claws, and use a jet pack which recharges fuel when you are on the ground. He can also
choose from a few items littered throughout the level: a melee-range hammer to deflect bullets, a gun to shoot enemies at range
in four directions, or an umbrella to slow his descent. If you plan to see Space Cat through to the end of his adventure, you'll
need to learn to do it all.

Levels scroll automatically, which adds both tension and difficulty to the experience. Instead of being able to rush past enemies,
you have to deal with them, at least for a short amount of time. Some enemies are beyond reach, others are hiding in the
background and waiting to pounce. Then at the end of each level Space Cat must learn the mechanics of the unique stage boss.
None of the levels ever feel unfair, because the way forward is clear and there is milk spaced throughout the stage that space cat
can use to recover his health. The bosses can be stressful because if you die, you have to start the whole level over. But I was
never frustrated with the game for anything but my inability to complete a level.

On the technical side, this game is far from perfect. On more than one occasion keyboard inputs were dropped, but it thankfully
never made anything impossible - the versatility of the character makes it easy to work around this. There are no control
customizations, so multiplayer on a single keyboard is tough, and not all controllers are supported so you will need to manually
map controls to the given keyboard controls. There is also no netplay, so if you want something like that you'll have to get
REALLY creative.

Even with everything I've highlighted, there's so much to this game worth praising:

* A traversable menu, where you move Space Cat around to access its modes and customizations
* Like 100 unlockable hats
* A 2-player basketball game and a playable game in the credits menu
* Arcade mode, with all the same mechanics present, formerly known as Space Cat 1.0
* 4-player local co-op or competitive play in adventure and arcade modes
* Stage Select mode after you beat the adventure for the first time
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At the end of the day for the content, price, and the care and dedication put into it, Space Cat is a lovely gem for arcade
enthusiasts, indie lovers, and nostalgia hunters alike.
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